Baja Designs Announces S8™ Light Bar Featuring Unique Design and Backlit Feature

Off-road lighting masters raise the bar on lighting performance yet again.

San Marcos, CA (PRWEB) December 10, 2015 -- The “Scientists of Lighting” at Baja Designs are at it again, releasing a powerful replacement to their popular Stealth line of LED light bars. The S8™ light bar packs tremendous lighting capability into a slim, streamlined 1.6" high profile, and the amber backlit function gives it a unique appeal. With a sleek look and intense brightness, this is a light bar that will thrill any lighting enthusiast.

The S8™ offers an anodized aluminum frame and an attractive, scalloped housing design. It uses the Cree® XLamp® XP-G2 LEDs, which are among the best on the market today. These LEDs achieve superior brightness with the addition of upgraded reflectors, the same used in Baja Designs’ Squadron and S2 auxiliary LED lights. The amber backlit feature functions as a daytime running light, offering increased visibility and safety during the day.

Available in 10", 20", 30", 40", and 50" lengths, all at a depth of only 3", the S8™ is a brilliant addition to trucks, Jeeps, and UTVs, as well as marine and military applications. This light bar produces 4,000 lumens per 10" section, draws a low 3.33 amps, and offers 49,930 hours of LED life. The use of 5000K Daylight Color Temperature reduces eye fatigue, while providing maximum light output. The S8™ is available in Spot, Driving/Combo, Wide Driving, and Flood, giving you a wide range of coverage options.

The MoistureBlock technology available on all of Baja Designs’ LED Lights makes the S8™ waterproof and dustproof, protecting you from everything life has to offer. What if you decide you want to change lenses or patterns? ClearView has you covered with interchangeable lenses and optics, allowing quick tuning of your lighting setup. All of this can be done while maintaining Baja Designs’ Limited Lifetime Warranty. Increase visibility off-road and achieve the best terrain recognition with the new S8™, engineered to be Brighter, Bolder, Better.

About Baja Designs:
Baja Designs has set performance standards for the off-road lighting industry and has engineered the finest, race-winning lights for more than 20 years. Alan Roach, the owner and lead engineer of Baja Designs, is an avid Baja 1000 motorcycle racer who focused on building better lights to improve safety and driver comfort. Today, Baja Designs still seeks to improve their products, ensuring that their lights provide the brightest, most efficient lighting that can withstand the most rugged situations. Baja Designs offers solutions from auxiliary lights for off-road truck, motorcycle, and buggy racing to LED light bars for military vehicles, agricultural, marine, and industrial applications. All lights are backed by a 30-day satisfaction guarantee and a lifetime warranty against defects and bulb burnout. To learn more, visit their website at www.bajadesigns.com, email them at info(at)bajadesigns(dot)com, or call 1-800-422-5292.

Cree® and XLamp® are registered trademarks of Cree, Inc.
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